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Introduction
recordings were made in four Rhesus monkeys using chronically implanted intracortical microelectrode arrays (Utah) activity (26, 27). Figure 1 : (A) Schematic of experiment. We recorded the activity of hundreds of neural sites in IT while monkeys passively fixated images of orthographic stimuli. (As a control, we also recorded from the dominant input to IT, area V4.) We then tested the sufficiency of the IT representation on 30 tests of orthographic processing (e.g. lexical decision, letter identification, etc.) using simple linear decoders. (B) Example visual stimuli. Images consisted of four-letter English words and pseudo-word strings presented in canonical views, as well as with variation in case (upper/lower) and size (small/medium/large), and single alphabet letters presented at four different locations. than the corresponding value estimated from the V4 population, which is only one visual processing layer away from 177 IT ( " = 0.11; Figure 2C , green). By holding out data from each baboon subject from the pool, we additionally 178 estimated the consistency between each individual baboon subject to the remaining pool of baboons (median " = 179 0.67, inter-quartile range = 0.27, n=6 baboon subjects). This consistency value corresponds to an estimate of the 180 ceiling of behavioral consistency, accounting for inter-subject variability. Importantly, the consistency of IT-based 181 decoders is within this baboon behavioral range; this demonstrates that that this neural mechanism is as consistent 182 to the baboon pool as each individual baboon is to the baboon pool, at this behavioral resolution. Together, these 183 results suggest that the distributed neural representation in macaque IT cortex is sufficient to explain the lexical 184 decision behavior of baboons, which itself was previously found to be correlated with human behavior (17).
Lexical decision
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We next explored how the distributed IT population's capacity for supporting lexical decision arose from 187 single neural sites. Figure 2D shows the distribution of word selectivity of individual sites in units of d', with positive 188 values corresponding to increased firing rate response for words over pseudo-words. We observed that, across the 189 population, IT did not show strong selectivity for words over pseudo-words (average d' = 0.008 ± 0.09, mean, SD 190 over 510 IT sites), and that no individual IT site was strongly selective for words vs. pseudo-words (|d'|<0.5 for all 191 recorded sites). However, a small but significant proportion of sites (10%; p<10 -5 , binomial test with 5% probability of 192 success) exhibited a weak but significant selectivity for this contrast (inferred by a two-tailed exact test with bootstrap 193 resampling over stimuli). Note that this subset of neural sites includes both sites that responded preferentially to 194 words and sites that responded preferentially to pseudo-words. We measured the lexical decision performance of 195 decoders trained on this subpopulation of neural sites, compared to the remaining subpopulation. Importantly, to 196 avoid a selection bias in this procedure, we selected and tested neural sites based on independent sets of data 197 (disjoint split-halves over trial repetitions). As shown in Figure 2E , we observed that decoders trained on this subset whether this subset of selective neural sites was topographically organized on the cortical tissue. For this subset of 
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Taken together, these results suggest that a sparse, distributed read-out of the adult IT representation of 251 untrained non-human primates is sufficient to support many visual discrimination tasks, including ones in the domain 252 of orthographic processing, and that that neural mechanism could be learned with a small number of training 
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We first asked if individual IT neural sites exhibit any selectivity for letters. To test this, we measured the Average normalized response to each of the 26 letters, across 222 IT neural sites. For each neural site, letters were sorted according to the site's response magnitude (estimated using an independent half of the data) and plotted in gray. Averaging across the entire population, we observe that neural sites reliably respond more to some letters than others (black, mean ± SE across sites; note that SE is very small). However, this modulation is not very selective to individual letters or small numbers of letters, as quantified by the sparsity of letter responses (bottom panel). (C) Individual sites were also modulated by the letter position, exhibiting substantial tolerance across positions (formatted as in B). (D) To test if the encoding of letter strings can be approximated as a local combination of responses to individual letters, we reconstructed letter string responses from letter responses, for each neural site. As illustrated by the inset, we used the neural response to images of individual constituent letters to predict the response to images of the corresponding letter strings; predictions were made using linear regressions, crossvalidating over letter strings. The bar plot shows the noise-adjusted correlation of different regression models (median ±SE across neural sites). The "bag of letters" model uses responses of each of the four letters, at arbitrary positions, to predict responses of whole letter strings. Each of the position-specific models uses the responses of up to four letters at the appropriate position to predict letter string responses. regression classifiers to determine the ten-fold cross-validated output class probability for each image and for each accuracy) as = (45). We obtained uncertainty estimates for 514 single neuron selectivity indices by bootstrap resampling over stimuli, and inferred statistical significance using two-515 tailed exact tests on the bootstrapped distributions. We determined whether neural sites that exhibited significant 516 selectivity for lexical decisions were topographically organized across the cortical tissue using Moran's I (48), a metric
